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Small Agency of the Year

Social/Digital

Agency Marketing Intern
O’Keefe Reinhard & Paul, 2014-2015
Creative
• Served as online community manger, content creator
and insights analyst for agency Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and YouTube accounts
• Published new/recurring content for OKRP.com
• Generated new ideas for promoting agency work

Research/Strategy
• Identified/corrected issues in paid follower strategy
• Optimized SEO for blog content on website
• Created “best practice handbook” to increase focus
on social media optimization and post efficiency
• Conducted social media audits for brands such as
Ace Hardware, Big Lots, Turtle Wax, and Taco Bell–
compiling findings into reports for agency executives

Client Relations
• Assisted senior staff at events and presentations,
participating in online community engagement
• Promoted placements in popular news/trade
publications like the NYT, AdWeek and AdAge
• Improved processes for generating/scheduling
content and promoting client work
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The Work

Creative Content with SOUL
(LEFT) If a picture can say a thousand words, #FortuneBananas
would speak volumes. These sharable graphics were created to
illustrate the agency’s school of thought.
(BELOW) OKRP publishes a once-monthly (carefully) curated
playlist with musical traces of the past, present and future. These
songs are chosen to showcase the soulful influences that inform
OKRP’s creative content. They’re also sometimes chosen to serve
the dual purpose of promoting upcoming work!

Example: Whiskey & Bananas Vol. 18 subtly promoted the launch of OKRP’s
ﬁle:///.ﬁle/id=6571367.19195865
new campaign for Turtle Wax.
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Advertising

ADVERTISING!

A major part of OKRP’s social media strategy clied on
thought leadership, which was tied in with the release of new
work.
(LEFT) In order to explore new angles of content promotion,
coordination with every agency department is crucial. An example of
this collaboration is seen in Creative Director Jenn Bill’s blog post
“Notes on a True Mom Holiday Anthem – from the Mom Who Wrote It”,
published on the OKRP site.

ﬁle:///.ﬁle/id=6571367.19195865
(BELOW) CEO Tom O’Keefe featured in the Chicago Business Journal,
providing commentary on political advertising effectiveness.
• Instead of publishing thought leadership content on their own,
OKRP opts for features in publications such as AdAge,
AdWeek, the NYT, Crain’s Chicago Business, and the CBJ.
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What my bosses

say about me.
“I relied on David to showcase the agency’s work,
event participation, press coverage and proprietary
content in engaging ways across Facebook, Twitter
and LinkedIn. His enthusiasm for tackling each piece of
content from a dozen different angles (OKRP likes to
iterate!) made him a collaborative, versatile copywriter
with a quirky point of view and an important asset to
our team.”

ﬁle:///.ﬁle/id=6571367.19195865

“As an ‘intern’, David possessed the know how of
someone with several years of experience. It’s safe to
say he’s ‘seasoned beyond his years’. David would be
an asset to anyone looking for new and innovative
ideas.”
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“Always be hungry for feedback.”

#FortuneBananas

Vice President of

Regional
Conferences
Public Relations Student Society of America,
2014-2015

Leadership
•
•
•

Selected 11 colleges and universities for the society
to partner with
Facilitated 10 professional conferences in the
‘14-’15 academic year
Maintained relationships between conference
coordinators, PRSSA National and a network of
established professionals and conference speakers
to ensure adequate conference programming at all
10 conferences

Creative Problem Solving
Problem: Non-uniform understanding of positive conference
planning practices. Solution: Planned and executed training
webinars for conference coordinators in the areas of
sponsorship, outreach, marketing, promotion, event logistics,
programing, and fundraising.
________________________________________________
Problem: Low attendance numbers. Solution: Developed
targeting strategy to identify and scout future conference
locations in active markets
________________________________________________
Problem: No historical data to measure conference success.
Solution: Implemented reporting guidelines and evaluation
standards to measure the success of each conference

(ABOVE) Under my leadership, I chose to affiliate
PRSSA National with the institutions pictured above.
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Case Study / Belmont University
Challenge: Belmont aimed to outperform their Teahan award
winning conference in 2012. Because of their biannual
conference schedule, brand familiarity and consistency were two
challenging areas that needed to be addressed.
Success / Results
• Stellar social media marketing strategies across all platforms
encouraged conference attendance, highlighting the
individuality of Nashville over competing markets (like Boston
and Chicago)
• An interactive and unique three day schedule provided
attendees with a variety of both professional development and
entertainment opportunities, further adding value to the
Belmont brand
• Belmont exceeded their capacity, bringing in 201 paid
registrants to beautiful Nashville
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Case Study / Boston University
Challenge: Dealing with the realities of marketing a conference in a
city facing a particularly harsh winter, Boston PRSSA attempted to
increase their registration numbers.
Success / Results
• Representation from top tier brands such as VH1, Facebook,
Weber Shandwick, and FleishmanHillard drew in attendees
from across the nation
• Conference committee organization and efficiency allowed for
more attention to detail than many other conferences
• Well planned speaker topics and energetic discussion
moderation invigorated conference attendees to remain active
in promoting the PRAdvanced brand on social media
• Online discussions and social mentions of the
conference increased significantly and existed outside of
the Boston area
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SECURING representation from:

Under my leadership, conferences were able to secure speakers and
financial sponsorships from the following companies and brands:
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What my team

says about me.
Heather Harder
PRSSA National President
“David Lee was my go-to creative mind on the
committee. He worked hard, brought in new ideas and
was not afraid to go against the grain when necessary
to bring a fresh perspective to our team. I am proud of
the work he did in overseeing 10 regional events while
also supporting other aspects of national leadership.
He is an independent, strategic thinker and would
thrive in a creative work place.”

ﬁle:///.ﬁle/id=6571367.19195865
Amelia Friedrichs

Penn State Regional Conference Coordinator
“David was exactly the person our Regional
Conference team needed to guide us through 10
months of detailed conference planning. He not only
made himself constantly available while juggling
contact with 9 other schools, but did so with the
utmost respect and patience for every person he
worked with. David was extremely organized, diligent
in setting up meetings, persistent in following up with
individual schools, and refreshingly upbeat without
fail.”
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Chapter President/
Director of Hospitality
The Loop Regional Conference at
Columbia College Chicago, 2013-2014
Leadership
• Interviewed and selected regional conference
coordinator to lead planning efforts
• Organized and submitted a bit to host The Loop
Regional Conference
• Scheduled and ran planning meetings in coordination
with the regional conference coordinator
• Strengthened prior relationships with college
administration and entered into new partnerships with
community stakeholders to ensure event success
• Served as the point of contact between Columbia
College Chicago and visiting institutions

Creative
• Stepped in to serve as online community manger,
content creator and insights analyst for conference
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube accounts
when role was vacated
• Published new/recurring content for website
• Generated new ideas for promoting conference and
connecting with potential attendees

(TOP) Conference speakers
enjoying conversation in
between sessions.
(LEFT) Myself with fellow
conference leaders
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Rundown
Event Information
Selected for the second year in a row by PRSSA National, I lead a team at
Columbia College Chicago responsible for hosting an integrated marketing
communications conference.

Agency Partnerships and Sponsorships

Speakers

Conference Details
•
•
•

215 total attendees
Increased attendance by 572% from prior year
Two day conference with case study competition, agency tours,
keynote presentations and interactive sessions
Awarded “Best Promotional/Marketing Plan” and “Event of the Year”
by the Student Organization Council of Columbia College Chicago
18

“Regional Conference gains
National Attention as
Attendees Travel to Chicago
from Near and Far.” -Columbia Chronicle
My social media strategy focused on
promoting Chicago tourism effectively, and
sold a record number of conference tickets to
people from outside the Chicago region.

(ABOVE) The blue dots represent
where conference attendees traveled
from to attend The Loop.
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What my college

says about me.
Anne Marie Mitchell
Professor, Columbia College Chicago
“I have been faculty advisor to PRSSA for seven years
and have worked with some very capable and talented
student leaders who have gone on to positions on the
national board. All have been incredibly talented, yet
David stands out among them due to his unparalleled
good humor, drive, dedication to PRSSA, outstanding
communication skills and ability to rise to any
challenge with grace and dignity.”

ﬁle:///.ﬁle/id=6571367.19195865

Craig Sigele
Academic Manager, Columbia College Chicago
“As Academic Manager, I meet many of the students
in this major. If asked to rate this student’s level of
professional training, maturity, academic
development, and collegiality, I would place him
among the top 5% of the graduates of this
department.”
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Founder/Facilitator,
#GETSWABBED
Be The Match, 2012-2014
About Be The Match
Operated by the National Marrow Donor Program, Be the Match
has facilitated more than 74,000 marrow and cord blood
transplants. 70% of all people in need of a transplant do not find a
match within their family. This intensifies the need for a diverse
registry of donors to ensure that everyone has an equal chance to
live a fulfilling life.

About #GETSWABBED
• Digital campaign for Columbia College Chicago
• “Meet Ben” put a much needed face to bone
marrow donation
• Shattered prior misconceptions
• Increased diversity in registry
through education
• Emotional appeal from humanization
of cause
• First event added 100+ names to the registry
• In response, I created a marketing toolkit so that
#GETSWABBED could be easily used by other
PRSSA chapters
• Increased registrants by 350 the next year
through several successful events
• Notified of one successful match!
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Meet Ben!
Bone Marrow Donation can be a confusing
process. Many believe they’re not suitable
ﬁle:///.ﬁle/id=6571367.19195865
candidates for the registry because
of common misconceptions about the
process.
Marketing Challenge: Misconceptions about
bone marrow donation keep college students
far away from the #GETSWABBED events.
Solution: Education through humanization.
While bone marrow transplantation is not
without pain, many people forget what
they’re doing it for. By introducing students to
Ben, a 13 year old child in need, they’re able
to make an emotional connection to the
subject.
24

In Transit, En Route
Essay 1: Something big or little that has influenced you.
At 19, with a cooler full of sandwiches, I drove across
the country to start a new life. I was done with mine, and if I
stayed any longer, that would be a reality. The year leading
up to this moment had been a difficult for me. I was
struggling with accepting certain realities about myself that I
was denied from my parents. They were disappointed that
their son was gay, and I was disappointed in myself for
allowing them to find out. I needed my sanity more than I
needed the space between us.
Before I could even cross the state line, I was
already halfway through my sandwich stock. I remained full
for the rest of my trip; mostly on feelings that outlasted the
drive. For the next thirteen hours on my first day, as I
passed small Iowa town after unmemorable Midwestern
city, I’d color the road with a wild imagination that changed
as frequently as the songs that played through my car
speakers.
Scenes of grandeur, hollowing despair,
overwhelming happiness. I was experiencing an intense
feeling of connectedness with myself that I could hardly put
to words. As I drove away from all that was familiar, I was
in some sort of state of hypersensitive awareness. I was
leaving behind the shell of the person I was before,
replacing the missing pieces along the ride. In a hotel room
in Montana, I broke down. For the next several hours, until I
fell asleep, I cried in fear that I was making the wrong
decision. Was I running away from myself, or running to
myself? (A question that would go unanswered for quite
some time.)

Essay

Whatever I was running from or to, I sure as hell
wasn’t going back. Not now, at least. I was in fucking
Montana for Christ’s sake! On the next day of driving, I
reflected back to everything I thought I was just a few days
before I left. I used to have this feeling that I was never
really in the moment, rather living a few seconds ahead or
behind the time. Now, away from the place I once called
home, it was like glasses. For the first time, I was here, in
the present, and I could see.
Out of my regular environment, my mind was
working in ways that I wasn’t used to. I was meeting myself
for the first time in a moment of clarity that I’ll never forget. It
sounds silly upon reflection; after all, it was just a drive out
west. For most people, getting from one place to another is
more of a burden than it is a journey. For me, it was quite
the opposite. On the road, I was alive. For the first time,
ironically as I claimed not one territory, I was home.
Years passed, and I subsequently moved myself
around the country a few more times before landing in
Chicago to finish my degree. With every creative
assignment I’d take on, I’d try to return to that crazed state
of hypersensitivity. Everything I felt then was so authentic
and meditative, I owed my transformation to the pavement.
In transit, en route, I came to appreciate my own mind. I
stopped trying to make sense of its complexity and began
reveling in its process. Today, I find inspiration in the
journey. Exploring the unknown, seeking refuge in my
conscious.
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Whiskey, Bananas and
Enough Soul to Choke a Horse
Essay 2: “A company, a brand or label that has an image,
design sense or advertising campaign you admire and why.”
I’m not claiming to be some sort of bullshit detector,
but I have the feeling that most people know when they’re
being sold to. Brands that I admire have mastered the art of
authentic storytelling, but they also offer much more than a
good read. Corporate responsibility, transparency, strong
brand voice, quality creative content, and an unparalleled
user experience separate the good from the great. Great
brands are a step ahead when they innovatively address all
of these areas.
I’ve developed this appreciation and understanding
within my last three years of living and working in Chicago.
My immersive experience-based education afforded me
many opportunities to work alongside industry game
changers, and their lessons have made a lasting impact on
my professional outlook. Looking forward, I can’t help but
remember where my roots are planted. For this reason, I’m
going to profile the light heavyweight Chicago advertising
agency, O’Keefe Reinhard & Paul.
As my introduction may elude, O’Keefe, Reinhard &
Paul (OKRP) is a small West Loop Chicago-based full
service-advertising agency focusing on “big brand creativity
with the prowess of a start-up.” If you’re familiar with any
major work of American advertising in the last fifty years, the
name Reinhard may ring a bell. Influenced by the legendary
success of his father Keith, OKRP cofounder Matt Reinhard
worked alongside Tom O’Keefe to create a legacy of his
own.

Essay

After an award-winning career at DraftFCB, the two
joined Nick Paul to create a new agency model for
advertising, harkening back to the past in order to solve the
challenges of tomorrow. Since their formation in 2013, this
lean mean branding machine has remained true to their
guiding principles all while delivering results to their clients.
It’s not just me who recognizes their skill, either. Just a few
months ago, AdAge named OKRP “Small Agency of the
Year.”
Advertising an advertising agency is no easy task.
Especially when the firm you work for claims to have more
soul than Marvin Gaye. (They might be right, too.) To
describe the agency icon and school of creativity at OKRP,
you’d have to understand a little more about whiskey and
bananas.
“Whiskey is smooth and brown. Beautifully translucent with a million subtle
secrets in each pour. Bananas are funny, curvy and yellow. You can slip and
break your pelvis if you step on a banana peel that’s been left on the floor.
Bananas are the comedic foil to whiskey’s straight man – the Jerry Lewis to
whiskey’s Dean Martin.”

Every piece of content that OKRP produces has
traces of both whiskey and bananas. They’re an agency
consistent in delivering quality content to reinforce their
branding principles. If I learned anything during my time
promoting the work, it’s that there are a million ways of
saying something, but only one way actually worth reading.
Content may be king, but brand voice sure wears the pants.
That’s something I believe every marketer can admire.
26

Concept

Mean Boys ZipCar
ZipCar is the world’s largest automotive rental membership
service, catering to young professional adults seeking
alternative solutions to car ownership.
Target
•
•
•
•

Urban dwelling M/F 25-32
College educated
Fiscally responsible
Socially connected technophiles
• Mobile media consumers
• Cord cutters: streaming (movies/music/television)

Marketing Challenge
Most first time ZipCar users bypass yearly membership offers,
paying a premium for regular driving hours on an as needed
basis. Because they’re not enjoying the perks of membership,
these people become less frequent customers.
Primary Objective: Emphasize membership benefits to
convert 30% of ZipCar's existing customer base into monthly/
yearly members.
Secondary Objective: Increase new user activation by 10%
in established markets.
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Concept

Mean Boys ZipCar
Content Strategy
• Highly targeted digital campaign with extendable print/OOH
Paid Placement: YouTube TrueView, Facebook, Hulu,
sponsored/partner content with Buzzfeed, Huffington Post
• Geotargeted content adaptable for DMA’s 1-3
• Video optimized for social sharing
• Grabs attention within the first 3 seconds
• Digital short features a diverse all male cast
• Casting appeals to broader M/F audience while
adding to the comedic value of the parody

Content Summary
Tagline: Do it in one trip.
• Four “mean boys” rent a ZipCar to visit a big box discount
supercenter so they can buy living essentials like toilet paper
and beer in bulk
• Digital short a parody of a sequence of iconic movie scenes
from Mean Girls
• Both male and female target market survey respondents
identify the film as a generational “cult classic”
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Man slows down from his jog and comes to
a rest, crouching over and catching his
breath.

SUV with three males pulls up and comes to
a sudden stop. "Get in loser, we’re going
shopping” says the man from behind the
wheel.

A shopping cart rolls down a grocery store
aisle, and large items from economy sized
toilet paper to ramen noodle are piled to
the top.

The men walk in V-formaSon, in slow
moSon as “Pass That Dutch” pulses in the
background. The men walk with large beer
cases on their shoulders and full shopping
carts.

The men stand looking saSsﬁed as the items
roll down the check-stand conveyor belt.

With full carts, the men exit the store.
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The back hatch is loaded with groceries. All
that can be seen is the car from the rear,
stuﬀed to the brim.

Back hatch closes, revealing the ZipCar logo.
Tagline and logo are superimposed on the
hatch of the car.

Superimposed ZipCar Logo

”Do it in one trip."

The car chock-full of groceries speeds past a
bus stop and into a puddle, splashing a man
holding bags of groceries.

Close-up of man’s dripping face as he lets
out an angry depressive sigh.
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Concept

It Wears You Under Armour
Under Armour is a leading manufacturer of premium
performance athletic apparel and the official sponsor of
USA Gymnastics.
Content Summary
There’s so much refined beauty in the actions of any great gymnast.
Every step taken is calculated for maximum power and efficiency, angles
so perfectly sharp that they can cut through any obstruction.
While these athletes are seamlessly maneuvering through the air, the
average eye misses the subtle complexities hidden within the speed of
their crisp movements. It Wears You aims to stunningly capture these
intricacies in vivid detail, using Intel freeD replay technology.
As the gymnast power tumbles down the track, the camera’s viewpoint
changes; revolving in slow motion around each difficult leap and
movement. The freeD camera reveals more than the strength of the
athlete, but also highlights the quality of the UA garment the athlete is
wearing. As the two move together, the fabric becomes one with the
body; wearing the athlete instead of the other way around.
Tagline: It wears you.
• Pays homage to the intense physical demands of gymnastics
• Flips the question: “who are you wearing?” upside down
• Reassigns power, reinforces brand principles
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Black screen: a slowly acceleraSng
heartbeat can be heard.

A bright ﬂash illuminates a gymnast
standing in an empty gym as she claps the
magnesium carbonate powder from her
hands. The sound of an acceleraSng
heartbeat conSnues.

A second gymnast can be seen close-up. As
she runs full force before a power tumble
track, “Neighbor” by Metoux begins to play.

Just as the gymnast goes into the ﬁrst of
many complicated aerial combinaSons, the
video slows down, panning over the athlete
as the freeD camera perspecSve rotates 360
degrees.

A montage of gymnasts in slow moSon
follows.

A montage of gymnasts in slow moSon
follows.

VO: “Power.”

VO: “Strength.”
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A montage of gymnasts in slow moSon
follows.

A montage of gymnasts in slow moSon
follows.

A montage of gymnasts in slow moSon
follows.

VO: “Reﬁnement.”

VO: “Dedica@on.”

VO: “With this much control, you’re hardly
wearing it.”

A team of gymnasts strongly stand posing as
one. The lead Olympic gymnast in the front
says inSmidaSngly: “It wears you.”

Under Armour/Intel co-branding
opportunity, as superimposed logos close
out the video.
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Examples
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